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PAR-T Bar 

LED Party Bar and Stand Kit 

Item ref: 151.735UK 

User Manual 

 

 

 
 

 
Perfect for home parties and smaller venues the QTX PAR-T Bar and 
stand kit comes in one convenient package. The bar itself comprises of 2 
colourful magic ball effects and 14 bright LED PAR lights which combine 
to provide an array of dazzling patterns and effects.  A simple switch on 
the back of the unit provides the choice of various automatic colour 
changing modes or a sound to light function. The included remote control 
offers an even wider variety of features making the PAR-T Bar perfect for 
both home or professional use. 
 

In the box: 
 

Your PAR-T Bar should arrive with you in a single carton in good 
condition. The carton should contain 1 x main unit, 1x floor stand, 1x 
tripod mounting bracket, 1x mounting bracket, 1x remote control and 1 x 
user guide. 
  
 
 
 

Warning: 
 

To prevent risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose the unit to rain or damp environments. In the event 
of a spillage, disconnect from the mains and allow the unit to dry out naturally. Qualified personnel should 
then check the unit before continuing use. 
 
Placement: 
 

• Use the tripod fixing bracket to attach to the included adjustable floor stand. 
• Ensure the unit and stand are positioned away from walkways and places where it could be tripped 

on or knocked over. 

• Alternatively use the included mounting bracket to fix to a stand or lighting truss. 
• Keep away from damp or dusty environments. 

 
Usage Instructions: 

 

• Connect the unit to the mains power supply and switch on. 
• Use the switch on the back of the unit to choose between auto and sound to light modes, along with 

master power off. 

• Please note: the supplied remote control will only work when the switch on the back of the unit is 
set to auto or sound to light modes. 

 

Please read through this manual thoroughly before use, any damage  
caused by misuse of product will not be covered by warranty. 
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Remote control:  
 

The PAR-T Bar is supplied with an I.R. remote control for quick access to the extended functions of the 
unit. This has a maximum range of approximately 4-5m and must be aimed towards the front of the unit. 
Controls and functions are listed on the diagram below: 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Specifications: 
 

Power AC110-240Vac, 50/60Hz 

Power consumption 60W 

LED power 14x 1W RGB LED + 2x 3x3W RGB LED Magic Ball 

Modes Auto, sound activated 

Beam Angle 25° 

Height adjustment 710 to 1680mm 

Dimensions (PAR bar) 385 x 95 x 90mm 

Lead length  2m 

Weight  1.6kg 
 

 
 
 
 

      
 

This product is classed as Electrical or Electronic equipment and should not be disposed  

with other household or commercial waste at the end of its useful life. 
The goods must be disposed of according to your local council guidelines. 
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1. ON/OFF = Remote on/off 
2. AUTO MIX = Auto show mode 

3. PAR = PAR auto show mode 
4. PAR = PAR sound active mode 
5. LED = Pattern auto show mode 

6. COLOR -- = Auto show decrease speed 
7. MOTOR -- = Effect motor decrease speed 

8. SEN -- = Sound active decrease sensitivity 
9. SOUND MIX = PAR and Effects sound 

active mode 

10. PAR JUMP = PAR colour change mode 
11. GRADUAL = PAR colour fade mode 

12. LED = Effect sound active mode 
13. FLASH = PAR strobe mode 
14. COLOR + = Auto show increase speed 

15. MOTOR + = Effect motor increase speed 
16. SEN + = Sound active increase sensitivity 
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